a is the cavity iris radius, d is the cell length σ is the beam bunch length N c is the number of cells For a fixed bunch and cavity length and cell proportions, k l is proportional to the frequency squared.
HOM l P k Iq =
The HOM power is proportional to the loss factor, to the current and charge of the beam:
For high Iq machines, k l must be minimized by going to a lower RF frequency and opening the cavity's irises. • Cornell -Construction of a 2-cell, 1300 MHz injector cavities, DC electron gun, cold HOM damping of TESLA type cavities and design of 100 mA, 100 MeV ERL.
• JLab -Design (construction in 2007) of a 5-cell cavity, DC gun with SRF booster under construction, design of 100 mA, 120 MeV ERL.
• KEK -Development of radial damping scheme for TESLA type ERL cavity, design of a 100 mA, 200 MeV ERL.
Removing the HOM power from the cavity
• The high HOM power must be dumped out of the liquid helium environment.
• HOM couplers must be able to handle the large amount of average power.
• The beam pipe is a practical conduit for the HOM, it is there anyway.
• The HOM modes must be well coupled to the beam pipe (no trapped modes) • The beam pipe should propagate well all HOMs.
• TESLA HOM coupler is inadequate. • Cornell's newly developed digital control system, connected to a high loaded Q cavity at the JLab IR-FEL.
• Excellent cw field stability.
• Piezo tuner effective in keeping the cavity on resonance and allowed reliable to ramp up to high gradients in less than 1 second.
Residual resistance and the choice of frequency
Residual resistance <1 nΩ possible T(ºK) n Ω 
